Facilitating continuous data backup and recovery with
end-to-end data protection for desktops and laptops

IBM® Information Protection Services –
fast protect online

Enabling security-rich, user-friendly data
backup to help reduce business risk and
maintain continuous data integrity
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in diverse locations and with mobile
employees, along with maintaining data
integrity and availability. Part of the IBM
Managed Resiliency Services portfolio,
IBM Information Protection Services
– fast protect online is designed to
offer a security rich, affordable offsite

scalable, continuous and optimised data
protection for your critical data assets,
This service can assist you with:

• Centralised data backup
management and optimised
protection of distributed data
without monopolising in-house IT
staff.
• Speedy recovery in the event of any
disaster or data loss.
• Simplified execution of backups for
desktop and laptop users.
• Cost-effective pricing structure for a
comprehensive backup plan.
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Why IBM?
Our services can improve business
productivity by combining data
restoration and recovery features
with a simplified user experience and
affordable pricing. We also provide
a full range of business continuity
and recovery services to enhance all
components of your system, allowing
us to serve as your single vendor and
enhance data reliability at a lower cost.

Additionally, IBM Global Financing can
tailor financing solutions to your specific
IT needs. For more information on great
rates, flexible payment plans and loans,
and asset buyback and disposal, visit:
ibm.com/financing.

Supports affordable data protection with
flexible pricing
Fast protect online pricing is structured
around a scalable subscription service
that is remarkable for its affordability
and simplified usability. No capital
expenditure is required, and the scalable
pricing structure can accommodate
your business’s fluctuating data backup
requirements. This service is designed
for its ease of installation, userfriendly interface, and strong reporting
capabilities, all backed by IBM’s trusted
global expertise in data protection.
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